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Twelve years trial of it have nearly satisfied political philosophers that human nature will not bear the tests, or, at all events, that judicial human nature bears fixity of tenure in office ...
Our Judicial System.
As in other approaches to judging, preferences and institutions play a central role but strategic accounts are unique in one important respect: They draw attention to the interdependent - i.e., the ...
The Strategic Analysis of Judicial Behavior
and Judicial Positivism in the Eighteenth Century (pp. 8-30) When, in 1781, Levi Lincoln argued for the freedom of the Negro Quock Walker, he asked, “Is it not a law of nature that all men are equal ...
Justice Accused: Antislavery and the Judicial Process
Lord Sumption, a former Justice of the Supreme Court, has been a prominent critic of coronavirus restrictions regulations in the UK. Since the start of the pandemic, he has consistently questioned ...
Lord Sumption and the values of life, liberty and security: before and since the COVID-19 outbreak
The company argues Ontario’s privacy office made “errors of law” in a ruling that granted a media outlet’s request for files from Ontario’s Workplace ...
Uber is going to court to block the release of workers’ compensation records
The Observatory condemns the judicial harassment of Yim Leanghy ... Human Rights Defenders Mechanism implemented by international civil society. [1] Mother Nature is an environmental rights grassroots ...
Cambodia: Arbitrary detention and judicial harassment of Mother Nature Cambodia activists
State Supreme Court Justice Craig Doran announced he would be stepping down from his administrative role as judge for the Seventh Judicial ...
Connections: Reactions to the news surrounding State Supreme Court Justice Craig Doran
The Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics responds to written inquiries ... the judge should fully disclose the nature and extent of that relationship so that a determination can be made whether ...
Judicial Ethics Opinion 21-48
Judges have started stepping in where regulators fear to tread, delivering high-profile victories to activists who have sued on behalf of nature—and future generations. The idea of assigning legal ...
Who sues for the trees—and the air that we breathe?
Vybz Kartel’s GAZA fans reacted with a mix of hope and consternation today when it was announced that Jamaican Prime Minister Andrew Holness is now a member of Queen Elizabeth’s Privy ...
Here’s Why PM Holness Can Neither Help Nor Sink Vybz Kartel On The Privy Council
The Supreme Court left Biden with two options: unilateral disarmament or hardball politics. He chose the latter.
How Conservative Lawyers Accidentally Helped Biden De-Trumpify the Government
A change to Ohio’s ballot rules could impact key Supreme Court races in 2022 and influence the leaning of the state’s highest court for years to ...
Ohio ballots will list party affiliations for top judicial candidates
The question that was raised then, and which has been answered decisively in Collins v. Yellen, as of June 23, 2021, is whether these preferred and common shareholders of Fannie and Freddie could undo ...
The Supreme Court Throws Fannie And Freddie’s Private Investors To The Wolves
This assumption is probably best exemplified by the line of cases surrounding the malleability of youth and the inappropriate nature of mandatory long-term punishments (i.e., the death penalty and ...
Note - “Be a Lie if I Told You that I Never Thought of Death”: Using Judicial Discretion to Consider Anticipated Early Death During Sentencing
The High Court yesterday ordered for a judicial inquiry into allegations of grabbing 60 acres of agricultural land at Muhuripara in Cox's Bazar and converting its nature by earth filling.
Grabbing Arable Land: HC orders judicial probe
"The work that activists undertake should be praised rather than hampered, and their voices should be listened to rather than silenced." ...
Groups call for the release of Mother Nature environmental activists in Cambodia
The petitioner, Dr Balwinder Kumar Sharma, is an accused in the Haryana judicial paper leak case of ... for any court of law in view of the nature and gravity of allegations, to force an employer ...
HCS (judicial) paper leak: HC dismisses plea of ex-registrar seeking stay on departmental inquiry
Jacoba Brasch QC, the president of the council and an experienced family law barrister, said the prolonged nature of many matters ... is responsible for dealing with judicial complaints.
Law Council of Australia calls for independent body to hear complaints against judges in family law matters
The High Court today ordered a judicial inquiry into allegations of ... and thereby allowing them to change the nature of the said agricultural land should not be declared illegal.
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